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Abstract
Byzantine Agreement (BA) is a key component in many distributed systems. While Dolev and
Reischuk have proven a long time ago that quadratic communication complexity is necessary for
worst-case runs, the question of what can be done in practically common runs with fewer failures
remained open. In this paper we present the first Byzantine Broadcast algorithm with O(n(f + 1))
communication complexity in a model with resilience of n = 2t + 1, where 0 ≤ f ≤ t is the actual
number of process failures in a run. And for BA with strong unanimity, we present the first
optimal-resilience algorithm that has linear communication complexity in the failure-free case and a
quadratic cost otherwise.
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1 Introduction

Byzantine Agreement (BA) is a key component in many distributed systems. As these
systems are being used at larger scales, there is an increased need to find efficient solutions
for BA. Arguably, the most important aspect of an efficient BA solution is its communication
costs. That is, how much information needs to be transferred in the network to solve the
BA problem. Indeed, improving the communication complexity, often measured as word
complexity, was the focus of many recent works and deployed systems [1, 11, 16, 2, 13, 7].

In the BA problem, a set of n processes attempt to agree on a decision value despite the
presence of Byzantine processes. One of the properties of a BA algorithm is a threshold t on
how many Byzantine processes it can withstand. Namely, the algorithm is correct as long as
up to t processes are corrupted in the course of a run. In this paper we focus on n = 2t + 1
and we assume a trusted setup of a public-key infrastructure (PKI) that enables us to use a
threshold signature scheme [15, 4, 6].

A large and growing body of literature has investigated how to reduce the word com-
plexity of BA algorithms. Recently, Momose and Ren [13] have presented a synchronous
protocol with O(n2) words, which meets Dolev and Reischuk’s long-standing lower bound [9].
Spiegelman [16] considered the more common case, where the number of actual failures,
denoted by f , is smaller than t with resilience of n = 3t + 1. In this paper we consider better
resilience and ask:

Can we design a BA protocol with O(n(f + 1)) communication complexity in runs with
f ≤ t failures, where n = 2t + 1?
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Figure 1 Relation between various Byzantine Agreement solutions. Each box uses the primitives
within it.

Whereas Dolev and Reischuk’s better-known lower bound applies to worst-case runs, they
further proved a lower bound of Ω(nt) signatures in failure-free runs (f = 0) in a model with
a PKI. At the time, one could have thought that this bound extends to the communication
complexity, rendering it Ω(nt) even with small f values. However, the introduction of
threshold signature schemes [8, 15, 4, 6] exposed the possibility to compact many signatures
into one word, potentially saving many words.

In this paper, we first revisit the original problem as stated in Dolev and Reischuk’s work.
In this problem there is a single sender who proposes a value and we refer to this problem as
Byzantine Broadcast (BB). We prove that although O(nt) signatures are inevitable, O(nt)
messages are not necessary with f ∈ o(t) failures by presenting an adaptive BB solution with
O(n(f + 1)) words.

The idea behind our algorithm is to reduce this problem to another BA variant. There
is a simple reduction from BB to BA with the strong unanimity validity property (from
hereon: strong BA), which states that if all correct processes propose the same value, this is
the only allowed decision. In this reduction, the sender initially sends its value to all other
processes who then run a BA solution. Unfortunately, no adaptive strong BA is known to
date. I.e., a strong BA solution where communication complexity depends on f , rather than
on t. Instead, in Section 5 we reduce the problem to a new weak BA problem with a weaker
validity property, unique validity, which we define in this paper.

Intuitively, the validity condition of weak BA is somewhere between weak unanimity,
where if all processes are correct and propose the same value this is the only allowed decision,
and external validity [5], where a decision value must satisfy some external predicate. In weak
BA, one can define its desired predicate and the requirement is that if all correct processes
propose the same value and Byzantine processes cannot devise a value that satisfies the
chosen predicate, then the decision must be valid. Otherwise, ⊥ is allowed.

While the unique validity condition seems to be weak, it is surprisingly powerful when
provided the “right” external predicate. For example, we can determine that a value is valid
if it has at least t + 1 unique signatures, assuring that some correct process in the system
knows this value. Unique validity may be of independent interest as a tool for designing
algorithms. We present our adaptive weak BA in Section 6. The weak BA, in turn, exploits
the quadratic solution by Momose and Ren [13]. Figure 1 describes the relation between the
various solutions.

Finally, we consider strong BA. In Section 7, we present the first optimally resilient
strong binary BA protocol with O(n) communication complexity in the failure-free case.
This leaves open the question whether a fully adaptive (to any f) strong BA protocol exists.
We summarize the results in Table 1.
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Table 1 Bounds on communication complexity of deterministic synchronous Byzantine Agreement
algorithms with resilience n = 2t + 1.

Upper Bound Lower Bound
Byzantine Broadcast O(n(f + 1)) Section 5 + Section 6 Ω(nf) (Ω(n2) signatures) [9]

Strong BA O(n2) multi-valued Momose-Ren [13] Ω(nf) binary
O(n) with f = 0, binary Section 7 (Ω(n2) signatures) [9]

Weak BA O(n(f + 1)) multi-valued Section 6 Ω(n)

2 Model and Preliminaries

We consider a distributed system consisting of a well-known static set Π of n processes and an
adaptive adversary. The adversary may adaptively corrupt up to t < n, n = 2t + 1 processes
in the course of a run. A corrupted process is Byzantine; it may deviate arbitrarily from the
protocol. In particular, it may crash, fail to send or receive messages, and send arbitrary
messages. As long as a process is not corrupted by the adversary, it is correct and follows
the protocol. We denote by 0 ≤ f ≤ t the actual number of corrupted processes in a run.

Cryptographic tools. We assume a trusted public-key infrastructure (PKI) and a com-
putationally bounded adversary. Hence, we can construct and use a threshold signature
scheme [15, 4, 6]. We denote by ⟨m⟩p the message m signed by process p. Using a (k, n)-
threshold signature scheme, k unique signatures on the same message m can be batched into
a threshold signature for m with the same length as an individual signature. For simplicity
we abstract away the details of cryptography and assume the threshold signature schemes
are ideal. In practice, our results hold except with arbitrarily small probability, depending
on the security parameters.

Communication. Every pair of processes is connected via a reliable link. If a correct process
pi receives a message m indicating that m was sent by a correct process pj , then m was
indeed generated by pj and sent to pi. The network is synchronous. Namely, there is a
known bound δ on message delays, allowing us to design protocols that proceed in rounds.
Specifically, if a correct process sends a message to any other correct process at the beginning
of some round, it is received by the end of the same round.

Complexity. We use the following standard complexity notions [2, 16, 13]. While measuring
complexity, we say that a word contains a constant number of signatures and values from a
finite domain, and each message contains at least 1 word. The communication complexity of
a protocol is the maximum number of words sent by all correct processes, across all runs.
The adaptive complexity is a complexity that depends on f .

3 Problem Definitions

We consider a family of agreement problems all satisfy agreement and termination defined as
follows:
Agreement No two correct processes decide differently.
Termination Every correct process eventually decides.

In addition, each variant of the problem satisfies some validity property. In the Byzantine
Broadcast (BB) problem, a designated sender has an input to broadcast to all n processes.
The goal is that all correct processes decide upon the sender’s value. If the sender is Byzantine,
however, it is enough that all correct processes decide upon some common value. Formally,
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▶ Definition 1 (Byzantine Broadcast). In Byzantine Broadcast, a designated sender sender
has an input value vsender to broadcast to all processes, and each correct process decides on an
output value decisioni. BB solution must satisfy agreement, termination and the following
validity property:
Validity If sender is correct, then all correct processes decide vsender.

Byzantine Agreement (BA) is a closely related problem to BB. In this problem, a set Π of
n processes each propose an initial value and they all attempt to reach a common decision. In
addition, the decided value must be “valid” in some sense that makes the problem non-trivial.
The classic notion of validity states that if all correct processes in Π share the same initial
value, then the decision must be on this value. This property is known as strong unanimity,
and it entails a limitation on the resilience of a protocol, requiring that n ≥ 2t + 1. For
hereon we refer to BA with strong unanimity validity condition as strong BA. Formally,

▶ Definition 2 (Strong Byzantine Agreement). In Byzantine Agreement, each correct process
pi ∈ Π proposes an input value vi and decides on an output value decisioni. Any strong BA
solution must satisfy agreement, termination and the following validity property:
Strong unanimity If all correct processes propose the same value v, then the output is v.

A different validity property requires that a decision satisfies some external boolean
predicate (we call such value a valid value). It is used under the assumption that all correct
processes propose valid values. This is known as external validity [5] and only requires
n > t. External validity by itself is trivial in case there is a well-known predefined value
that satisfies the predicate. However, it is commonly used in settings with signatures, where
valid values can be verified by all but generated only by specific users or sets thereof. For
instance, consider a predicate that verifies that v is signed by n− t processes – no process
can unilaterally generate a default valid value.

Our notion of unique validity adopts external validity to allow default values to be decided
in cases when there is no unanimous valid value. We say that a value v exists in a run of
a BA protocol if v is either the input value of a correct process or can be generated by a
Byzantine process. E.g., any value signed by a non-Byzantine process cannot be generated
locally by a Byzantine process. Unique validity stipulates that there is a default value if and
only if there exists more than one valid value in a BA run. Formally,

▶ Definition 3 (Weak Byzantine Agreement). In weak Byzantine Agreement, each correct
process pi ∈ Π proposes an input value vi and decides on an output value decisioni. Any
weak BA solution must satisfy agreement, termination and the following validity property:
Unique Validity Assume an arbitrary predicate validate(v) ∈ {true, false} that can be com-

puted locally. If a correct process decides v then either v = ⊥ or validate(v) = true, and
if v = ⊥ then more than one valid value exists in the run.

As the definition suggests, unique validity is satisfied in weak BA with respect to any
chosen external predicate. This allows for the application level to determine the desired
properties, and choose the relevant external predicate accordingly. As a simple example, one
can think of a predicate that specifies that a value is valid if it is signed by at least t + 1
processes stating that this value was their initial value. In this scenario, unique validity
yields exactly the common strong unanimity property on the underlying signed values.

In fact, unique validity is a useful tool when designing distributed algorithms as it allows
to use BA as a framework. Different applications may require different validity conditions,
yet still unique validity prevents the system from having a trivial solution in the presence
of Byzantine processes. Note, in addition, that every solution to BA with external validity
property immediately solves weak BA.
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4 Related Work

The starting point of this work goes back to 1985 when Dolev and Reischuk proved two
significant lower bounds for the Byzantine Broadcast problem. Specifically, they have studied
the worst-case message complexity over all runs and proved it to be Ω(nt). Moreover, in the
authenticated model, which was somewhat undeveloped at the time, they proved a lower
bound of Ω(nt) signatures – even in a failure-free run.

Since the publication of their fundamental results, the paradigm of complexity measure-
ment has shifted. The number of messages is of little importance nowadays, compared to
the number of words it entails. The total number of words (the communication complexity)
better reflects the load on the system and is commonly used today when analyzing distributed
algorithms. For example, Dolev and Reischuk presented in their paper a BB algorithm that
matches their messages’ lower bound. It requires O(nt) messages, but as a single message
can be composed of many different signatures it requires a cubic number of words. It was
not until recently that a solution with quadratic communication complexity was presented
for synchronous BA with optimal resilience [13].

Dolev and Reischuk’s complementary lower bound on signatures does not translate to
a bound on the communication complexity of an algorithm. Only a few years after Dolev
and Reischuk’s work, the threshold signature scheme was introduced [8]. This scheme allows
multiple signatures to be compacted into a single combined signature of the same size. That
is, a single word can carry multiple signatures. In this work, we focus on the communication
complexity of the BB and BA problems while taking advantage of such schemes.

To make our algorithms efficient in real-world systems, we adjust the complexity to
match the actual number of faults. Moreover, we do so without compromising the worst-case
complexity. If all t possibly Byzantine processes crash, the complexity of our algorithms is
O(nt). However, in most runs, where systems do not exhibit the worst crash patterns, the
complexity is much lower. In fact, it is linear in the number of faults times n.

While consensus algorithms were designed to be adaptive in the number of failures
over 30 years ago [10], these works focus on the number of rounds that it takes to reach a
decision rather than on communication complexity. A special case of adaptivity is focusing
on failure-free runs. This problem was addressed both by Amdur et al. [3] (only for crash
failures) and by Hadzilacos and Halpern [12]. However, both works measure the number of
messages rather than words and have sub-optimal communication complexity.

A recent work by Spiegelman [16] tackled the problem of adaptive communication
complexity in the asynchronous model. It presents a protocol that achieves correctness in
asynchronous runs and requires O(ft + t) communication in synchronous runs. However,
due to the need to tolerate asynchrony, its resilience is only n ≥ 3t + 1. This solution relies
on threshold signatures schemes, as we do.

As noted also by Momose and Ren [13], designing optimally-resilient protocols for the
synchronous model limits the use of threshold signatures. While this primitive has been used
in various eventually synchronous and asynchronous works over the last few years [1, 16, 14, 6],
usually with a threshold of n−t. Using this threshold in settings with resilience n = 3t+1, we
get certificates signed by at least t+1 correct processes. However, for a resilience of n = 2t+1,
this is no longer the case. The threshold signatures “lose” their power as n− t = t + 1 for
which no intersection properties between correct processes signing two distinct certificates
can be derived. In this work, we exploit threshold signatures with this improved resilience by
carefully choosing a better threshold for our needs, as we discuss in Section 6. We mention
that although not using threshold schemes, Xiang et al. [17] also benefit from collecting more
than n− t signatures in some scenarios.
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5 From Weak BA to Adaptive Byzantine Broadcast

In this section we study the BB problem, and optimize its adaptive communication complexity
over all runs. We present a new BB protocol with resilience n = 2t + 1 and adaptive
communication complexity of O(n(f + 1)).

Recall that in the BB problem there is only one sender who aims to broadcast its initial
value and have all correct processes agree on it. If the sender is Byzantine, it may attempt to
cause disagreement across correct processes. There is a known simple and efficient reduction
from BB to strong BA. Given a strong BA solution, the designated sender starts by sending
its value to all processes, and then they all execute the BA solution and decide on its output.
It is easy to see that if the sender is correct, all correct processes begin the strong BA
algorithm with the same input, and by strong unanimity they then decide upon the sender’s
value.

However, trying to apply the same reduction from BB to weak BA no longer works. If
the sender is Byzantine, the correct processes do not have a valid initial value for the BA.
Nonetheless, in this section we present a reduction from BB to weak BA1, which incurs a cost
of O(n(f + 1)) words. Thus, together with an adaptive weak BA with the same complexity,
we obtain a synchronous adaptive BB algorithm with a total of O(n(f + 1)) words and
resilience n = 2t + 1. At this point we assume that such adaptive weak BA is given as a
black box. An implementation for this primitive is presented in Section 6.

Algorithm 1 BB algorithm: code for process pi, sender ’s input is vsenedr.
Initially vi, val, decision, ba_decision = ⊥

Round 1:
1: if sender = pi then
2: send ⟨vsender⟩sender to all
3: if received message ⟨v⟩sender from sender then
4: vi ← ⟨v⟩sender

5: for j = 1 to n do
6: val← invokePhase(j, vi)
7: if val ̸= ⊥ then
8: vi ← val

9: ba_decision← weak BA with BB_valid predicate and initial value vi

10: if ba_decision is of the form ⟨v⟩sender then
11: decision← v

12: else
13: decision← ⊥

Our algorithm, presented in Algorithms 1 and 2, is composed of three parts. The first
part (lines 1 – 4 in Algorithm 1) is the first round in which the leader disseminates its value.
Processes that receive that value adopt it as their BA initial value (line 4). The second part
(lines 5 – 8 in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2) is a “vetting” part. It consists of n phases, with
a rotating leader. Leaders initiate phases to learn about the first part’s initial value. Finally,
the third part (lines lines 9 – 13 in Algorithm 1) is a weak BA execution.

1 This reduction only works if n ≥ 2t + 1.
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Deciding upon the weak BA output takes care of the agreement and termination properties.
It is left to (1) satisfy the BB validity property and (2) make sure that the preconditions for
the weak BA hold, that is, each correct process has a valid input to propose. To achieve these
properties, we define the BB_valid(v) predicate in the following way. BB_valid(v) = true if
and only if v is signed by either the sender or by t + 1 processes.

Note that if the sender happens to be Byzantine, it is acceptable to decide on any value.
However, it is important to make sure that if the sender is correct, then the only valid value
is its initial BB input. Simply setting a value to be valid only if it is signed by the sender
would not work, as it allows a faulty sender to cause a scenario in which there are no valid
values to agree upon by not sending its value to any process. Note that we cannot simply fix
this by introducing some default valid value: If we were to do so, it would be valid to agree
on that value also in the case of a correct sender, violating the BB validity condition.

Our algorithm makes sure that if the sender is correct, the second condition in the
BB_valid definition cannot be satisfied, and hence there is only one possible outcome to the
BA algorithm. However, if the sender is Byzantine, it is guaranteed that there is some value
to decide upon. That is, all correct processes start the weak BA with an initial value that
satisfies the predicate.

In the vetting part of the algorithm, we ensure that the above-mentioned conditions
hold. Moreover, we do so with a communication complexity that is adaptive to the number
of actual process failures. The core idea is to work in leader-based phases. Every phase
has a unique leader and is composed of a constant number of leader-to-all and all-to-leader
synchronous rounds. Every phase is initiated by a leader-to-all message. If the leader decides
not to send the initial message then no messages will be sent by correct processes in this
phase and we say that this phase is silent, and otherwise, it is non-silent. In our algorithm,
a phase is non-silent if the phase’s leader did not choose an initial value for the BA prior to
that phase.

In every phase, each process pi starts the phase with some initial value vi and if the phase
is non-silent it returns some value. The requirements from the phase are: (1) If the phase’s
leader is correct and the phase is non-silent, then all correct processes return a valid value.
(2) All correct processes return either ⊥ or a valid v. And (3) if the sender is correct, then
no correct process returns a value signed by t + 1 processes.

Upon a non-silent phase, the leader starts by asking all processes for help by sending a
help_req message (line 16). A correct process that receives a help request message answers
the leader. If it has set a BA initial value, it sends it to the leader at line 19, and otherwise,
it sends a signed idk (i don't know) message at line 21. If the leader receives a value signed
by the designated sender it broadcasts it (line 24). Otherwise, if it receives t + 1 idk messages,
it uses a threshold signature scheme to create an idk quorum certificate and broadcasts it
(line 27). A process that receives from the leader a value signed by either the sender or any
t + 1 processes returns it. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

At the end of each non-silent phase, a correct process that returns a v ̸= ⊥ from the
phase, updates its local vi accordingly at line 8. This value at the end of the nth phase is
the input for the weak BA algorithm. Since we execute n phases, all correct processes set
valid values by the end of all phases. This is because once there is a correct process that did
not set a value it initiates its phase and then all correct processes return with a valid value.
At this point, all processes execute the weak BA and decide upon its output (line 9).

A formal correctness proof of Algorithms 1 and 2 appears in Appendix A, proving the
following theorem:

▶ Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 solves BB.
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Algorithm 2 invokeP hase(j, vi): code for process pi.
14: leader← pj mod n

Round 1:
15: if leader = pi and vi = ⊥ then
16: broadcast the message ⟨help_req, j⟩leader

Round 2:
17: if received ⟨help_req, j⟩leader then
18: if vi ̸= ⊥ then
19: send ⟨vi, j⟩ to leader
20: else
21: send ⟨idk, j⟩pi

to leader
Round 3:

22: if leader = pi then
23: if received ⟨v′, j⟩ s.t. v′ = ⟨v⟩sender then
24: broadcast the message ⟨⟨v⟩sender, j⟩
25: else if received t + 1 unique signatures ⟨idk, j⟩p′ then
26: batch these messages into QCidk using a (t + 1, n)-threshold signature scheme
27: broadcast the message ⟨QCidk, j⟩
28: if received ⟨v, j⟩ from leader and BB_valid(v) =true then
29: return v

30: else
31: return ⊥

Complexity
We prove that the complexity of Algorithms 1 and 2 is O(n(f + 1)).

Each non-silent phase is composed of a constant number of all–to–leader and leader–to–all
rounds and thanks to the use of threshold signatures, all messages sent have a size of one
word. Thus, each phase incurs O(n) words. In total, there are potentially n phases. However,
we prove in Appendix A that after the first non-silent phase by a correct leader, all following
phases with correct leaders are silent. Thus, the number of non-silent phases is linear in f .
We conclude that all phases in lines 5 – 8 use O(n(f + 1)) words. The complexity of the
weak BA black box is also O(n(f + 1)) (as we will show in the next section), resulting in a
total of O(n(f + 1)) words.

6 Adaptive Weak BA

In this section, we present a synchronous adaptive weak BA algorithm with resilience
n = 2t + 1. This algorithm is the missing link for the adaptive BB presented in the previous
section. Once again, we use the concept of phases and exploit the pattern of possible silent
phases. In this algorithm, the phases are slightly different and the decision to start a phase
as a leader depends on whether or not the leader has reached a decision in previous phases.

Unlike the BB problem, in BA every process begins the algorithm with its own input
value. Communication-efficient solutions to this problem usually employ threshold signatures
schemes [1, 16]. This technique is widely used in asynchronous and eventually synchronous
protocols, with resilience n = 3t+1. In these contexts, one can use a scheme of (n−t)-out-of-n
signatures and benefit from the fact that any two such quorum certificates intersect by at
least t + 1 processes, and therefore at least one correct process.
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Unfortunately, when trying to apply the same technique to a system with resilience
n = 2t + 1, it fails. A correct process might be unable to obtain 2t + 1 unique signatures on
any value as Byzantine processes might not sign it. On the other hand, a quorum certificate
with only t + 1 unique signatures is not very useful as it does not guarantee the desired
intersection property.

Our first key observation is that the intersection property can be achieved as long
as we have

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

unique signatures. If we obtain this number of signatures out of
n = 2t + 1, safety is preserved in the sense that conflicting certificates cannot be formed by a
malicious adversary. Of course, there are runs in which we cannot reach that threshold since⌈

n+t+1
2

⌉
> n− t (e.g., if t processes crash immediately as the run begins). But in this case,

f ≥ t
2 , and O(f) becomes asymptotically O(t). Hence, we can use a fallback algorithm with

O(nt) communication complexity.
As we assume that t ∈ Θ(n), we can use Momose and Ren’s synchronous algorithm

that has O(n2) communication complexity [13] for the fallback. We denote that algorithm
Afallback. Note that their algorithm is “stronger” than our proposed algorithm as it provides
strong unanimity for validity (i.e., it solves strong BA). We can use their solution by checking
the validity of Afallback’s output according to the predicate. If it is valid, this is the decision
value, and otherwise a default valid value is decided. Equipped with these insights, we next
present our algorithm.

During the phases part of the protocol, a correct process must commit a value before
reaching a decision. When it has certainty about a value it updates that value in a com-
mit variable, along a commit_proof of this commitment (a quorum certificate, signed by
sufficiently many processes). Once a correct process commits to a certain value it does
not commit to any other value during the run. It may, however, decide on another value
eventually. For example, if it reaches the fallback and no correct process has decided. Once
a correct process reaches a decision it updates it in its local decision variable as well as a
matching quorum certificate in decide_proof variable.

A single phase. The code for a single phase is given in Algorithm 4. Each process pi

starts a phase with its initial value vi and information about possible previous commits
(commit, commit_proof) and decisions (decision, decide_proof). Correct processes return
with updated information about commits and decisions that were made in that phase (or
prior to that). The guarantees of the phases are: (1) Every decision updated during a phase
is valid; (2) All decisions updated by correct processes are the same and there exists at most
one valid decide_proof in the system; and (3) If the phase’s leader is correct, the phase
is non-silent, and n − f >

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉
, then all correct processes return with the same valid

decision.
Every non-silent phase starts with the leader broadcasting a propose message with its

value in line 32. Upon receiving this message, correct processes either vote for this value by
signing it (line 34) or answer with a value that was previously committed as well as its commit
quorum certificate (line 36). If the leader receives a committed value it simply broadcasts it.
Otherwise, if it manages to achieve the required

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

threshold of signatures, it can form
a quorum certificate committing its proposed value (line 40).

Note that at this point the committed value is not “safe enough” to be decided by correct
processes. Byzantine leaders may cause correct processes to participate in forming a commit
certificate for more than one value. As correct processes that have decided do not initiate
phases, they might never communicate without going through Byzantine leaders. Thus,
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Algorithm 3 weak BA algorithm: code for process pi with initial value vi.
Initially decision = undecided, bu_decision = vi, fallback_start←∞
decide_proof, commit, commit_proof, bu_proof, fallback_val, phase_decision = ⊥

1: for j = 1 to t + 1 do
2: phase_decision, decide_proof, commit, commit_proof←

invokePhase(j, vi, decision, commit, commit_proof)
3: if decision = undecided and phase_decision ̸= undecided then
4: decision← phase_decision

Round 1:
5: if decision = undecided then
6: broadcast ⟨help_req⟩pi

Round 2:
7: if received ⟨help_req⟩p′ message and decision ̸= undecided then
8: send ⟨help, decision, decide_proof⟩pi to p′

9: if received t + 1 messages of ⟨help_req⟩p′ from different processes then
10: batch these messages into QCfallback(v) using a (t + 1, n)-threshold signature scheme
11: broadcast the message ⟨fallback, QCfallback, decision, proof⟩pi

12: fallback_start← now + 2δ

Round 3:
13: if received ⟨help, v, decide_proof⟩p′ with valid v and decide_proof for v and decision =

undecided then
14: decision← v

15: bu_decision← decision

16: while fallback_start > now do
17: if received valid ⟨fallback, QCfallback, v, proofp′⟩p′ then
18: if decision = undecided and proofp′ ̸= ⊥ is a valid proof for a valid v then
19: bu_decision← v

20: bu_proof ← proofp′

21: if fallback_start =∞ then
22: broadcast the message ⟨fallback, QCfallback, bu_decision, bu_proof⟩pi

23: fallback_start← now + 2δ

24: fallback_val← Afallback with δ′ = 2δ and initial value bu_decision
25: if decision = undecided then
26: if fallback_val is valid then
27: decision← fallback_val
28: else
29: decision← ⊥

we need another level of certainty, in the form of the finalize certificate (to be stored in
decide_proof ). We maintain the invariant that if a correct process receives a valid finalize
certificate, then no finalize certificate on another value can be formed.

Thus, after a correct process learns about a committed certificate it sends a matching
decide message to the leader (line 44). In addition, if this is the first commit certificate it
receives, it commits to it. If the leader receives the necessary threshold of decide messages, it
forms a finalize quorum certificate. Every process that receives such a certificate can safely
return the certificate’s value as its decision.
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Algorithm 4 invokeP hase(j, vi, decision, decide_proof, commit, commit_proof): code for pro-
cess pi.
30: leader← pj mod n

Round 1:
31: if leader = pi and decision = ⊥ then
32: broadcast the message ⟨propose, vi, j⟩leader

Round 2:
33: if received ⟨propose, v, j⟩leader with a valid v for the first time and commit = ⊥ then
34: send ⟨vote, v, j⟩pi to leader
35: else if received ⟨propose, v, j⟩leader and commit ̸= ⊥ then
36: send ⟨commit, commit,commit_proof, j⟩pi to leader

Round 3:
37: if leader = pi then
38: if received ⟨commit, w, QCcommit(w), j⟩′p then
39: broadcast the message ⟨commit, w, QCcommit(w), j⟩leader
40: else if received

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

messages of ⟨vote, v, j⟩p′ then
41: batch these messages into QCcommit(v) using a (

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉
, n)-threshold signature

scheme
42: broadcast the message ⟨commit, v, QCcommit(v), j⟩leader

Round 4:
43: if received ⟨commit, v, QCcommit(v), j⟩leader then
44: send ⟨decide, v, j⟩pi

to leader
45: if commit= ⊥ then
46: commit← v

47: commit_proof← QCcommit(v)
Round 5:

48: if leader = pi then
49: if received

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

messages of ⟨decide, v, j⟩p′ then
50: batch these messages into QCfinalized(v) using a (

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉
, n)-threshold signature

scheme
51: broadcast the message ⟨finalized, v, QCfinalized(v), j⟩leader

52: if received ⟨finalized, v, QCfinalized(v), j⟩leader then
53: decision← v

54: decide_proof← QCfinalized(v)
55: return (decision, decide_proof, commit, commit_proof)

Main algorithm. The BA algorithm is given in Algorithm 3, using the phase algorithm as
a building block. In our algorithm, all correct processes eventually decide by updating their
decision variable. However, they do not halt. In our BA algorithm, we start by executing
n phases with a rotating leader, ensuring that every correct process has a chance to reach
a decision before executing the fallback algorithm. After the phases end there are several
possibilities. First, if there are at most n−t−1

2 Byzantine processes, all correct processes must
have decided. If there are more Byzantine processes, it may be the case that some correct
processes decided and others did not. This could happen, for example, if a Byzantine leader
causes the single correct leader to decide and not initiate its phase. By the phase guarantees,
we know that all correct processes that decide by this point, decide the same valid value.
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To address the case where not all correct processes decided, we have processes that have
not decided ask for help from all other processes (line 6). If a correct process has decided
and receives a help_req message, it answers with a help message including the decision value
along with its proof at line 8. Note that in this round, the number of messages sent by
correct processes is linear in the number of help requests. Specifically, if only Byzantine
processes send help_req messages, the number of answers is O(nf) and independent of t.

We note that if t + 1 help requests are sent, then at least one of them is sent by a correct
process that did not manage to form quorum certificates when it served as leader. Thus, in
this case, f ∈ Θ(t), and we can execute the fallback algorithm. To make sure that all correct
processes participate in the fallback algorithm, a fallback certificate with t + 1 signature is
formed.

We now encounter a new challenge. We must have all correct processes start a synchronous
fallback algorithm at the same time. However, an adversary can form the fallback certificate
and deal it to only some correct processes. This scenario can happen, for example, if less
than t + 1 help_req messages are sent, and the adversary adds t help_req signatures of its
own. We thus require a correct process that receives a fallback certificate to broadcast it
(line 22). This ensures that whenever one correct process runs the fallback algorithm, all
of them do, but may still cause different correct processes to start the fallback at different
times. Nevertheless, we know that the starting time difference is at most the δ it takes the
message to arrive. We therefore run the fallback algorithm with δ′ = 2δ, ensuring that all
correct processes enter a fallback round before any of them exits from it.

Another subtle point is making sure that the fallback algorithm does not output a decision
value that contradicts previous decisions made by correct processes. For that reason we add
another 2δ safety window between getting notified about a fallback and initiating it. Correct
processes that broadcast the fallback certificate attach their decision value and a proof (if
exists). In the 2δ safety window, processes that learn about a decision value in the system
adopt it as the initial value for the fallback algorithm (line 17). Recall that Afallback is a
strong BA protocol. If a correct process decides v prior to the fallback algorithm, all other
correct processes learn about v during the safety window. Then, by strong unanimity, they
all decide v.

Note that if the decision returned from Afallback is not valid then it must be that strong
unanimity preconditions are not satisfied (since correct processes always have valid inputs)
and a default value is returned. Furthermore, whenever the strong unanimity precondition is
not satisfied, it follows that not all correct processes propose the same value. As a result,
there must exist more than one valid value in the run (the different correct proposals). And
the ⊥ default value is a valid weak BA output.

A formal correctness proof of Algorithms 3 and 4 appears in Appendix B, proving the
following theorem:

▶ Theorem 5. Algorithm 3 solves weak BA.

Complexity
We show that if f < n−t−1

2 , correct processes never perform the fallback algorithm.

▶ Lemma 6. If f < n−t−1
2 , correct processes never perform the fallback algorithm.

Proof. In Appendix B we prove that if a correct process is the leader of a non-silent phase
and f < n−t−1

2 , then all correct processes return the same valid decision. Since Algorithm 3
is composed of n phases, every correct process has a chance to invoke its phase and all
correct processes decide by line 4. Assume by way of contradiction that there exists a correct
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process that invokes the fallback algorithm. By the code, it has received a fallback certificate.
However, such certificate can only be formed by t + 1 unique help_req signatures, meaning
that at least one correct process sent a help_req message. But this is impossible if all correct
processes decide by line 4. ◀

Each phase is composed of a constant number of all–to–leader and leader–to–all rounds.
Thus, it incurs O(n) words. Potentially, there are n phases. However, a lemma in Appendix B
proves that once a correct leader invokes invokePhase() and the number of actual failures
is f < n−t−1

2 , all correct processes decide by the end of that phase. Since correct leaders
that had already decided do not invoke their phases (their phases are silent), the number of
invoked phases depends on f itself. Thus, all phases combined send O(n(f + 1)) words.

After n invokePhase invocations end, help request messages are sent only by correct
processes that did not decide. By the above-mentioned lemma, it happens only if f > n−t−1

2 .
In this case, f = Θ(n) and since t = Θ(n) it holds that O(nf) = O(n2). Correct processes
that decide by this point answer directly to whoever sent them help requests, without affecting
the asymptotic complexity. If some correct process receives a fallback certificate, another
all-to-all round is added, keeping the complexity O(n2). All other communication costs are
incurred in the fallback algorithm, whose complexity is also O(n2).

7 strong BA: the failure free case

Recall that the optimal resilience for strong BA is n = 2t + 1. In this section we present a
binary strong BA protocol that has communication complexity of O(n) in the failure free
case. Otherwise, it has complexity O(n2). The question of whether an adaptive protocol
with O(n(f + 1)) complexity can be designed for strong BA with optimal resilience remains
open.

In the algorithm, presented in Algorithm 5, a single leader first collects all initial values.
Since we solve binary agreement, in the failure-free case there must be a value proposed by
t + 1 different processes. Thus, the leader can use a threshold signature scheme to aggregate
a quorum certificate on this proposed value.

As a second step, the leader sends this certificate to all processes and attempts to collect n

different signatures on the value. If it succeeds, it broadcasts it. Every process that receives a
signed-by-all certificate can safely decide upon its value. If a correct process does not decide,
it broadcasts a fallback message. Every process that hears such a message, echoes it at most
once, and execute Afallback after 2δ time with 2δ-long rounds, as in Section 6. In Appendix C
we prove the correctness of Algorithm 5. That is, we prove the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 7. Algorithm 5 solves binary strong BA.

Complexity
We show that if the run is failure-free, correct processes never perform the fallback algorithm.

▶ Lemma 8. If f = 0, correct processes never perform the fallback algorithm.

Proof. If all processes are correct then they all send their initial values to the leader at line 2.
Since values are binary, and there are n = 2t + 1 processes, there must be a value v such
that the leader receives t + 1 unique signatures on v. Then, the leader broadcasts a propose
certificate on v (line 6). Every correct process that receives this certificate replies with a
signed decide message at line 8. Since all processes are correct, the leader then receives n

signatures and then broadcasts a decide certificate on v (line 12). All processes then receive
this certificate and decide v at line 14. None of them sends a fallback message. ◀
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Algorithm 5 strong BA algorithm: code for process pi with initial value vi.
Initially decision, proof, bu_decision, bu_proof, fallback_val = ⊥
fallback_start←∞

1: leader← p1
Round 1:

2: send ⟨vi⟩pi
to leader

Round 2:
3: if leader = pi then
4: if received t + 1 messages of ⟨v⟩p′ for some v then
5: batch these messages into QCpropose(v) using a (t+1, n)-threshold signature scheme
6: broadcast the message ⟨propose, v, QCpropose(v)⟩leader

Round 3:
7: if received valid ⟨propose, v, QCpropose(v)⟩leader then
8: send ⟨decide, v⟩pi

to leader
Round 4:

9: if leader = pi then
10: if received n messages of ⟨decide, v⟩p′ then
11: batch these messages into QCdecide(v) using a (n, n)-threshold signature scheme
12: broadcast the message ⟨decide, v, QCdecide(v)⟩leader

Round 5:
13: if received valid ⟨decide, v, QCdecide(v)⟩leader and decision = ⊥ then
14: decision← v

15: proof← QCdecide(v)
16: else
17: broadcast the message ⟨fallback,⊥,⊥⟩pi

18: fallback_start← now + 2δ

19: bu_decision← decision

20: while fallback_start > now do
21: if received ⟨fallback, v, proofp′⟩p′ then
22: if decision = ⊥ and proofp′ ̸= ⊥ is a valid proof for a valid v then
23: bu_decision← v

24: bu_proof ← proofp′

25: if fallback_start =∞ then
26: broadcast the message ⟨fallback, bu_decision, bu_proof⟩pi

27: fallback_start← now + 2δ

28: fallback_val← Afallback with δ′ = 2δ and initial value bu_decision
29: if decision = ⊥ then
30: decision← fallback_val

By Lemma 8, if all processes are correct then they never perform the fallback algorithm,
and there are 4 all-to-leader and leader-to-all rounds, with a total of O(n) words. Otherwise,
the complexity is the complexity of the fallback algorithm, which is O(n2).
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8 Conclusions and Future Directions

We have presented solutions for both Byzantine Broadcast and weak Byzantine Agreement
with adaptive communication complexity of O(n(f + 1)) and resilience n = 2t + 1. To
construct the weak BA algorithm, we utilized a threshold on the number of signatures
such that on one hand, this number is sufficient to ensure a safe algorithm with adaptive
communication in case there are not “many” Byzantine processes. On the other hand, failing
to achieve this threshold indicates that there is a high number of failures, which allows the
use of a quadratic fallback algorithm.

This weak BA algorithm is taken as a black box to construct our adaptive BB algorithm.
Here, we carefully choose the predicate for the validity property, to allow us to reduce one
problem to the other. Finally, for strong BA we propose a binary solution with optimal
resilience. Our solution is linear in n in the practically common failure-free case, and quadratic
in any other case. The question of whether a fully adaptive strong BA with optimal resilience
exists or not remains open.

While n = 2t + 1 is optimal for strong BA, this is not the case for BB and weak BA,
where any t < n can be tolerated2. Thus, another possible future direction is improving
the resilience of an adaptive BB or adaptive weak BA to support any t < n. Our weak BA
algorithm relies on the current resilience to satisfy that if f > n−

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

then f is linear
in t. Note that this remains true for any resilience of n = αt + β, for α > 1, β > 0 without
compromising the intersection property required for safety. Should a quadratic solution
for weak BA be developed, it could be used to improve the total resilience of our adaptive
algorithm (instead of Momose and Ren’s algorithm [13]).
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A Adaptive Byzantine Broadcast: Correctness

A.1 Correctness
We start by proving the phase’s requirements. First, immediately from lines 29 – 31 we get
that all correct processes return either ⊥ or a valid v. Next, the following lemma shows that
in non-silent phases with correct leaders all correct processes return a valid value.

▶ Lemma 9. If a phase is non-silent and its leader is correct, then all correct processes
return a valid value.

Proof. If the leader is correct it broadcasts a help_req message at line 16. All correct
processes then answer at round 2. If the leader receives a value signed by the sender at
line 23, it broadcasts it at line 24. Otherwise, no correct processes received a value signed by
the sender and sends an idk message at line 21. Since n = 2t + 1, the leader receives at least
t + 1 idk messages (from the correct processes) and forms an idk certificate. It broadcasts
this value at line 27. In both cases, all correct processes return a valid value at line 29. ◀

The next lemma proves that if all correct processes invoke a phase with a value other
than ⊥, then they can return only one type of a valid value – a value signed by the sender.

▶ Lemma 10. If all correct processes invoke a phase with value v ̸= ⊥, there does not exists
a value signed by t + 1 processes in the system.

Proof. If all correct processes invoke a phase with value v ≠ ⊥, they reply to the help_req
messages at line 19 and never send an idk message. Since there are at most t Byzantine
processes, the leader cannot receive t + 1 idk messages and form an idk certificate signed by
t + 1 different processes. ◀
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We now prove the correctness of the BB algorithm. First, to be able to use the weak BA,
all correct processes must execute it with valid initial values.

▶ Lemma 11. All correct processes execute line 9 with a valid initial value.

Proof. Let pi be a correct process. In n phases, there is one phase with pi as leader. If pi

has updated vi prior to that phase, it happened either line 4 or at line 8. Immediately from
the code we get that in both cases pi updates a valid value. If pi did not update a value, it
initiates a non-silent phase, and by Lemma 9 returns a valid value. ◀

Note that agreement and termination stem immediately from the code and the correctness
of the weak BA. The following lemma proves validity.

▶ Lemma 12. If sender is correct, then all correct processes decide vsender.

Proof. If sender is correct then all correct process learn vsender by the end of round 1 and
update their values at line 4. By Lemma 10, in no phase can any process create a value
signed by t + 1 processes. Thus, when executing the weak BA vsender signed by the sender is
the only valid value that exists in the run. By unique validity and since the sender does not
sign more than one initial value, vsender is the only possible BA output. It follows that all
correct processes execute line 11 and return the sender’s value. ◀

We conclude the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 13. Algorithm 1 solves BB.

B Weak BA: Correctness

We start by proving some lemmas about the phase’s guarantees. First, we prove that if the
decision is updated in a given phase, then its new value is valid.

▶ Lemma 14. If a correct process updates decision during invokePhase, then v is a valid
decision value.

Proof. If a correct process updates its decision value at line 53 of invokePhase then it must
have received a finalized certificate signed by

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

processes. Hence, at least one correct
process p′ signed the decide message for v at line 44. By the code, p′ signed the decide
message for v if it received a commit certificate signed by

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

processes. Hence, at least
one correct process p′′ signed the vote message for v at line 34. By the code, this is possible
only if v is a valid value (line 33). ◀

Next, we prove that all correct processes that update their decision variable do so the
same value. Moreover, at most one valid decide_proof can exist in the system. That is, a
Byzantine process cannot devise a decide_proof that conflicts with any other decide_proof
known by correct processes.

▶ Lemma 15. All correct processes that update decision during invokePhase return the
same decision. In addition, at most one finalize certificate can be formed in all phases.

Proof. Note that every correct process that updates decision sets its at line 53. Assume
that a correct process pi sets its decision value to v in phase l and a correct process pj sets
its decision value to w in phase k ≥ l.
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If k = l, then pi and pj set their decision value in the same round and they both receive a
finalize certificate signed by

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

different processes. At least one correct process signed
both certificates and since correct processes sign at most one finalize message per phase,
v = w.

For the case where k > l: in phase l, pi receives a finalize certificate signed by
⌈

n+t+1
2

⌉
different processes. Thus, at least

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉
− t ≥ n−t+1

2 correct processes updated their
commit to v in that phase. These processes do not vote for any value in following rounds.
Thus at most n− t− n−t+1

2 = n−t−1
2 correct processes can sign a conflicting value. Since

n−t−1
2 + t <

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉
, in any phase greater than l, no process can collect

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

signatures
on any value other than v. Hence, no process can send a commit message on w ̸= v with a
valid commit certificate. For the same reason, no process can form and send a valid finalize
certificate and decide upon any other value. Thus, v = w. ◀

We prove next that once a correct process is the leader of a non-silent phase, all correct
processes return the same valid decision value by the end of that phase.

▶ Lemma 16. If a correct leader invokes invokePhase in phase k and f < n−t−1
2 , then all

correct processes return the same valid decision by the end of the phase and this decision is a
proposal of a correct process.

Proof. The leader broadcasts its value v to all processes. If there is a correct process p

for which commit ̸= ⊥, it sends the message ⟨commit, w, proof, j⟩p to the leader. If the
leader receives ⟨commit, w, proof, j⟩p′ (from any process), it broadcasts in round 3 a commit
certificate for w. Otherwise, since f < n−t−1

2 , leader receives
⌈

n+t+1
2

⌉
messages voting for

v and broadcasts a commit certificate for v. Then, all correct processes send the leader a
finalize messages on v or w. Again, the leader receives

⌈
n+t+1

2
⌉

messages finalizing v and
broadcasts a finalize certificate for v. Correct processes receive this message and update their
decision and decide_proof accordingly. Then, by the code they all return v. ◀

We now prove the correctness of the main BA algorithm. The following two lemmas
prove that although some processes may start executing Afallback at different times, they all
successfully execute the fallback algorithm.

▶ Lemma 17. If some correct process executes the fallback algorithm in Algorithm 3, all
correct process do so and they all start at most δ time apart.

Proof. Let p be the first correct process that executes the fallback algorithm at line 24 of
Algorithm 3 at time t. This means that at time t− 2δ, p broadcasts the fallback certificate
to all other processes (line 22). By synchrony, this certificate is guaranteed to arrive at all
correct processes by t− δ, causing them to execute the fallback algorithm by t + δ if they
have not done so earlier. ◀

▶ Lemma 18. Consider a synchronous algorithm A. Let σ be a synchronized run of A
defined as follows. Let t be the time that the first correct process starts executing A in σ.
All correct processes start executing A by t + δ. The round duration is 2δ. In round r that
begins (locally) in tr, round r messages are processed if they are received in the time window
[tr − δ, tr + 2δ]. Then σ is a correct run of A.

Proof. Consider a process p that starts round r at time tp
r . Let p′ be another correct process

that starts round r at time tp′

r , and sends a message to p in round r. By assumption, tp′

r = tp
r+ϵ

where −δ ≤ ϵ ≤ δ, and a message sent by p′ at tp′

r arrives at time ta where tp′

r ≤ ta ≤ tp′

r + δ.
Note that round r ends at p at time tp

r+1 = tp
r + 2δ. Hence, tp

r − δ ≤ ta ≤ tp
r + 2δ, as

needed. ◀
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Next, we the following lemma states that if a correct process manages to reach a decision
prior to the fallback algorithm, then this is the only possible decision. Moreover, this decision
value must be a valid one.

▶ Lemma 19. If some correct process decides v before executing the fallback algorithm, then
all correct processes decide v and v is valid.

Proof. If there exists a correct process p that decides at line 4, then by Lemma 15 and
the code all processes that decide at line 4 decide v as well. Moreover, all other correct
process that have not decided by line 5, send help_req messages. Process p answers them
and they all decide at line 14. Otherwise, no correct process decides at line 4 and they all
send help_req messages at line 6. Then, they all receive t + 1 help messages and by the code
perform the fallback algorithm. In addition, by the lemma assumption, it must be that p

decides v at line 14.
If correct processes execute the fallback algorithm, then by the code they all wait a time

period of 2δ before the execution, during which they receive all decisions made by other
correct processes and update bu_decision accordingly (line 24). Specifically, they receive v

from p. It follows from Lemma 15 that bu_decision is updated with the same value at all
correct processes. Thus, all correct processes execute Afallback with the same input, and by
strong unanimity they set fallback_val to v at line 24.

We now prove that v is valid. If p decides v at line 4, then it must have updated decision
in the scope of the relevant phase. By Lemma 14 this value is valid. Otherwise, if p decides
v at line 14, then the validity follows from the code. Hence, since v is valid, all correct
processes decide it by line 27. ◀

Finally, we are ready to prove the required BA properties.

▶ Lemma 20 (Agreement). In Algorithm 3 all correct process decide on the same value.

Proof. First, by Lemma 15, all correct processes that decide in line 4 decide the same value
v. In addition, it follows from the same lemma that every correct process that decides at
line 14 after receiving a valid finalize certificate decides v, as at most one finalize certificate
can be formed.

It is left to show that if not all correct processes decide before the fallback algorithm at
line 24, they still decide upon the same value. If at least one correct process p receives a
fallback certificate it follows from Lemma 17 that all correct processes receive the certificate
within at most δ time of p. Then, by the code, all correct process execute the fallback
algorithm at line 24 and by Lemma 18 and the fallback algorithm solves strong BA, providing
agreement. By Lemma 19, we get that processes that decide before running the fallback
decide on the same value. ◀

▶ Lemma 21 (Termination). In Algorithm 3 all correct process decide.

Proof. If not all correct processes decide before line 5 and no correct process receives a
fallback certificate, it follows that less than t + 1 correct processes broadcast help messages
at line 6. Hence, at least one correct process p has decided by line 5. Process p receives all
of the correct help messages at line 7 and answers them at line 8. All correct processes that
asked for help then decide at line 14.

It remains to examine the case that at least one correct process p receives a fallback
certificate. It follows from Lemma 17 that all correct processes receive the certificate within
at most δ time of p. Then, by the code, all correct process execute the fallback algorithm at
line 24 and by Lemma 18 and the fallback algorithm solves BA, providing termination. ◀
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▶ Lemma 22 (Unique Validity). In Algorithm 3 if a correct process decides v then either
v = ⊥ or validate(v) = true, and if v = ⊥ then more than one valid value exists in the run.

Proof. Let v be the decision value of a correct process in Algorithm 3. First, by lines 27 – 29
validate(v) = true or v = ⊥. We prove that if v = ⊥, then at least two valid values exist in
the run.

By the code, all processes execute the fallback algorithm with valid inputs (either their
initial valid values, or a valid value they adopt at line 19). By strong unanimity of Afallback, if
all correct processes start with the same valid value v′, then v′ must be the returned decision
value. This contradicts the fact that ⊥ is returned at line 29. Therefore, not all correct
processes execute Afallback with the same value. As they all execute the fallback algorithm
with valid inputs, it follows that at least two valid values exist in the run. ◀

In addition, we need to prove that every correct process updates its decision at most
once.

▶ Lemma 23. In Algorithm 3 all correct process decide at most once.

Proof. Any correct process updates decision at line 4, line 14 or lines 27 – 29. In all cases,
it only does so if decision = undecided. Since by the code it does not update decision to the
value undecided, it follows that decision is updated at most once. ◀

From Lemmas 20, 21, 22, and 23 we conclude:

▶ Theorem 24. Algorithm 3 solves weak BA.

C Strong BA: Correctness

▶ Lemma 25. If some correct process executes the fallback algorithm in Algorithm 5, all
correct process do so and they all start at at most δ time apart.

Proof is similar to Lemma 17 in Section 6.

▶ Lemma 26 (Agreement). In Algorithm 5 all correct process decide on the same value.

Proof. First, as correct processes only sign one decide message, every process that receives
QCdecide(v) receives the same quorum certificate. Thus, all correct processes that decide at
line 14 decide the same v. If at least one correct process receives a fallback message then by
Lemma 25, they all execute the fallback algorithm at most δ time apart. Thus, if at least
one correct process decides at line 14, then all correct processes that have not yet decided
learn about v in the 2δ safety window, and adopt it as their initial value for the fallback
(line 23). It follows that all correct processes decide with the same input value v and by
strong unanimity this is the only possible decision. ◀

▶ Lemma 27 (Termination). In Algorithm 5 all correct process decide.

Proof. If not all correct processes decide by line 14, then a correct process broadcasts a
fallback message at line 17. It follows from Lemma 25 that all correct processes receive the
certificate within at most δ time of p. Then, by the code, all correct process execute the
fallback algorithm at line 28 and by Lemma 18 and the fallback algorithm solves strong BA,
providing termination. ◀

▶ Lemma 28 (Validity). In Algorithm 5 if all correct processes propose the same value v,
then the output is v.
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Proof. Correct processes only send decide messages on values with valid propose quorum
certificates. Note that such a quorum certificate can only be formed with t + 1 unique
signatures. Hence, if all correct processes propose the same value v, then the only possible
propose quorum certificate is with v. As a result, the only possible decide quorum certificate
is with v as well.

The fallback algorithm is executed with either the original initial values or with a value
that has a corresponding decide quorum certificate. Thus, if correct processes execute the
fallback algorithm, they all start with v and by strong unanimity of Afallback, the decision
is v. ◀

Finally, we prove that every correct process updates its decision at most once.

▶ Lemma 29. In Algorithm 5 all correct process decide at most once.

Proof. Any correct process updates decision either at line 14 or at line 30. In both cases, it
only does so if decision = ⊥. Since it does not update decision to the value ⊥ at any step of
the algorithm, it follows that decision is updated at most once. ◀

From Lemmas 26, 27, 28, and 29 we conclude:

▶ Theorem 30. Algorithm 5 solves binary strong BA.
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